




Micro-foam has the springy texture of whipped 
cream. It reduces friction from the brush to 
cleanse the skin gently and thoroughly.
Pore focus brush cleans away dirt and oil from 
these hard-to-treat area. (Recommended 
frequency of use: twice a week)

Add foaming facial cleanser and 
water, and turn the switch on. 
Micro-foam is generated automatically 
in a matter of seconds. The soft brush 
has ultra-fine bristles that gently 
remove dirt and unclog pores.

DEEP FACIAL CLEANSING 
WITH MICRO-FOAM

EH-XC10
The Cleansing Brush /
 Micro-form 3-in-1

Daily cleansing is basic to skin care. Micro-foam and ultra-fine bristles 
thoroughly remove dirt from pores for deep cleansing and beautiful skin.
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Micro-foam and soft brush 
thoroughly cleanse and purify 
pores without irritating the 
skin. The warm make-up 
removal plate at the bottom of 
the device dissolves and 
removes make-up easily.* 

*Use with oil / gel makeup remover.
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MOISTURISATION WITH
NANO-SIZED STEAM

Hydration is essential for beautiful skin. The Facial Ionic 
Steamer generates nano-sized steam that penetrates into 

the deep layers of the skin for intense hydration.
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EH-SA31
Facial Ionic Steamer 

Experience the hydrating 
steam facial of a beauty 
salon easily at home. 
The compact, stylish 
design complements any 
room interior.

Nano-sized steam is finer 
than ordinary steam. 
Moisture penetrates deep into 
the epidermis of the skin, 
leaving it hydrated and firm.

The warm steam is ideal for make-up removal, too. It helps the 
cleanser blend with make-up for deep cleansing.



EH-XT20
The Enhancer
Microcurrent 3-in-1

DAILY ANTI-AGING CARE
After cleansing, deliver the moisturising ingredients 

of your lotion deep inside the skin to condition.
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When pressed onto the skin, the head generates a micro- 
current that delivers the moisturising ingredients of skin care 
products deep inside the epidermis layer of the skin.

Deliver the ingredients of your 
lotion deep inside the skin on 
Moisturizing mode, and then 
tighten the skin on Cooling 
mode. See a decrease in 
wrinkle depth with daily skin 
care using the device.
*After 4 weeks of use with night 
cream.

The anti-aging skin care device 
generates a microcurrent that 
boosts penetration of the 
ingredients of skin care 
products. Enjoy three types of 
skin care on Moisturizing 
mode, Purifying mode, and 
Cooling mode.
In the Auto mode, switching 
between the Moisturizing and 
Cooling modes is automatic.

May also be used over a 
sheet mask.

Soak a cotton pad with lotion and 
apply. Dirt in pores is extracted and 
transferred to the cotton as you wipe. 
(For Purifying mode)
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Five flash settings 
allow adjustment of 
intensity for gentle 
treatment of delicate 
skin areas.Use the facial attachment for removing 

facial hair.

The lightweight, cordless device can 
be used anywhere. And the 5.4 cm2  

wide flash window enables speedy 
treatment. Use regularly, whenever 
you feel the need.

Used on shaved skin, IPL 
treatment helps slow the 
re-growth of unwanted hair. 
With each use, hair is less 
apparent and skin is left 
smoother. Experience the 
hair removal treatment like a 
beauty salon with a single 
device that works on legs, 
body, and face.

IPL TREATMENT
FOR RADIANT SKIN
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Idia is loaded with mysterious 

tips and the woman and girls 

use home remedies and natural 

ingredients to enhance their 

looks as they are all already 

Idia is loaded with mysterious tips and the woman and girls use 

home remedies and natural ingredients to enhance their looks as 

Goodbye unwanted hair!
Intense pulse light (IPL) treatment keeps 

the skin silky and smooth always!

ES-WH90
IPL Hair Removal System 
for Body and Face

Note: Before using IPL, consult the back of the package or the chart enclosed in the package, and make sure the product is suitable 
for your own hair and skin tone.




